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ABSTRACT
The Design, Implementation, 
and EOectlveness of a 
Farsi Word Stemmer
by
Russell Beckley
Dr. Kazem Tagva, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Las Vegas, Nevada
A stemmer for the Farsi language has been designed, implemented, and evaluated. The 
stemmer uses Farsi morphology to remove afhxes, producing effective stems. The imple­
mentation is written in C, using strings of unicode-encoded characters to represent Farsi 
words. It is meant to enhance the Farsi information retrieval system currently being devel­
oped at the Information Science Research Institute at the University o f Nevada at Las Vegas. 
The effectiveness of the Farsi stemmer and stopword lis t on recall/precision was tested.
m
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The Ehrff language, also known as PeMzoyi, is spoken and written primarily in Iran and 
Afghanistan. The Farsi stemmer removes sufRxes and prefixes from Farsi words, produc­
ing word stems. It was devised to improve information retrieval on a collection of Farsi 
language documents. It is a component of the Farsi information retrieval system developed 
at ISRI.
What is stemming?
To stem a word is to replace it with a more basic term, possibly its root. For example, 
stemming the term mfergmng may produce the term mtengf/. Though the stem of a word 
might not be its root, we want all words that have the same stem to have the same root. For 
e x a m p l e , c a n  be the stem o f mtergf hng if  all terms whose stem is infercf also derive 
from !7%rgrg.̂ t.
In an information retrieval environment, reducing words to stems allows the search en­
gine to identify multiple derivations of given roots. I f  stemming enhances retrieval, it is 
because various words with the same root are used in similar contexts. For example, if  you 
want to find a document about rabbits, a context in which rohhh occurs is as likely to inter­
est you as a context in which rohhhf occurs. A stemming search engine recieving a query 
that includes mhhh w ill look for all occurrences of rabbit and robbiü.
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Why Build a Farsi Stemmer?
Researchers at ISRI have implemented an information retrieval system to search a Farsi 
document collection. Because of the morphological similarities of English and Farsi, and 
the fact that stemming benehts English document searches, We thought it would be worth­
while to develop a Farsi stemmer for Farsi document searches.
Like English, Farsi has an adixitive morphology. In other words, sufBxes and prefixes 
are concatenated to Farsi words to modify the meaning. Like English nouns, Farsi nouns 
are appended to signify possession and plurality. Farsi verbs are modihed to sign i^ tense, 
person, negation, and mood. A verb may have scores of variations.
Stemmimg's effect on English document searches has been tested extensively. In some 
contexts, English stemmers such as Lovins and Porter improve precision/recall. [3] Similar 
results on a Farsi document collection require a Farsi stemmer.
Identifying Farsi Stopwords 
are words that do not correlate to any subject, e.g. a, and we. Most stop­
words are very common. Many are effectively syntactic rather than semantic. Like English, 
Farsi has many stopwords.
Because stopwords do not aid retrieval, many information retrieval systems, including 
ours, identify them in order to screen them. Because several Farsi stopwords are verbs, each 
with dozens of variations, the stopword identification system uses the Farsi stenuner.
Some Technical Details
To accomodate the information retrieval system, the Farsi stemmer was implemented in 
the C programming language. Its input and output are strings of 32-bit values representing 
Farsi and Arabic characters defined by the Unicode 3.2 standard. It has been tested on the 
Solaris operating system, but should work on a variety of platforms.
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CHAPTER 2
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL BASICS 
The term In/ofTMahon Retngval denotes the search for specific information in a loosely 
structured collection of documents. Such documents are usually text Ales, but may be im­
ages, music Ales, or anything else. Information retrieval systems for text documents usually 
use an index, also known as an (nvertgzf yïfg, to And occurrences of words in the coAecAon. 
An index is a Ast o f aA the terms in a coAecdon, each associated with the documents in which 
they are found. The index used by an information retrieval system, unlike a book index, Asts 
every occurrence of every non-stopword, refers to mulAple documents, and may associate 
any amount o f informaUon with each word.
The Problem of Informadon Retrieval 
There are at least two reasons information retrieval is not an exact science. First, com­
puters do not understand most documents. A loose coAecAon of documents differs from a 
database, where informaAon is ngidly structured in terms of first order formal logic, and so 
every piece of data, and every relaAon between pieces of data, have explicit interpretaAons. 
In contrast, most documents are wriAen by humans for humans. To understand a document, 
one must have an a prion understanding of the world. While composing a document, most 
authors do not consider the eventual computerized interpretaAon of their document. The re­
sult is that most informaAon retrieval systems reduce documents to weighted Asts of words. 
Another reason that informaAon retrieval is not an exact science is that computers cannot
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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understand a person's information requirements by reading a query. However, to give com­
puters due credit, it is often difBcult for humans, too, to understand documents and infor­
mation needs.
To iUustrate the difhculAes of information retrieval, consider the process o f creating 
queries. When a person queries a document coAecAon, she beheves that she wiA beneht 
from some o f the documents, and believes that she w ill beneht more bom some documents 
than from others. We can imagine that for each user, each document has a Axed utAity, 
d) . I f  a retrieval system knew the uAAty of each document for the user, it would do 
weA to sort them in desccending order and return the result. But an informaAon retrieval 
system does not have this informaAon. Even the user caimot know the uAAty of a document 
unAl she has read it.
To express her informaAon needs, a user writes a query. But more than U(u, d) deter­
mines the composiAon of the query. Two users with the same uAAty funcAon may com­
pose diAerent quenes. This diAerence results from diAerences in searching experience, 
diAerences in language proAciency, diAerences in personaAty, etc.
The goal of IR is to invert the query generaAon process, that is, to use a query to esA- 
mate a user's uAAty for each document. This is diARcult because, as noted, query generaAon 
depends on more than f/(« , (f). In reaAty, informaAon retrieval systems use some measure 
of similanty between quenes and documents to sort the coAecAon.
: {guerzes} x {documents} —> %
Usually, a crucial factor in compuAng sim ilarity is the number of shared words relaAve to 
document size. Stemming increases the similanty measurements by equaAng a word vari­
ation with its rooL The next chapter explores this concept more thoroughly.
The Farsi InformaAon Retrieval System
Despite the ubiquity of the internet, search engines for senAAc languages, such as Ara­
bic, Farsi, and Hebrew, are scarce. To this end, researchers at ISRI have developed a Farsi
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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informaAon reAieval system.
The lack of search engines for semiAc languages results in part from the fact Aiat the 
semiAc alphabets have no representaAon in ASCII, the standard for computers and inter­
net sites. Most PCs are not configured to compose quenes in non-ASCII character sets. 
Uniform character mapping is essenAal to eAecAve indexing and query processing. I f  the 
queries and the collection have diAerent representaAons of the same term, their sim ilarity 
w ill be underesAmated. Unfortunately, Farsi internet documents use a vanety of character 
mappings. To unify this variety, all text processed by the Farsi informaAon retrieval system 
is translated to sixteen-bit uiAcode standard 3.2.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTERS
FUNDAMENTALS OF STEMMING 
Stemming enhances informaAon retrieval primarily by allowing each query term to rep­
resent many terms with the same root. Secondarily, it saves index space and, therefore, saves 
query processing time. [1]
For example, suppose we have the foAowing document, "He was running defen­
sively down the hiA" By stenuning and removing stopwords, it becomes "run defense down 
hiA". By putting it in vector form, the ordering disappears, and we get {defense, down, hiA, 
run}. After the same process, the document D j: "From the hiA, we defended the downed 
runner." . becomes the same. The query "runs defensive" becomes {run, defense) and is 
equally similar to both documents.
We can think of stemming as a many-to-one mapping from any word to its stem:
stem : {words} —» {stems}
Or, we can formulate it as a many-to-one mapping from a set of words to the set o f stems 
o f all those words:
stem : -4  2^ '^ }
I f  we want the second formulaAon to represent the stenuning of queries and documents, we 
can tweak Ate dehniAon of set to recognize duplicate elements. Under this dehniAon, many 
informaAon retrieval systems (including that on which the Farsi stemmer was tested) reduce 
queries and documents to sets of words. These funcAons are many-to-one because we ex­
pect some stems to represent mulAple terms. Otherwise, the stemmer would not beneAt the 
informaAon retrieval system.
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Terms
In this chapter, there are several key terms that deserve attenhon:
root: The character string &om which a word derives.
zdf stem: The result o f applying a stemming algorithm to a word. A d e stem may 
or may not be a linguistic stem. A stem may or may not be useful.
conAatet: To represent multiple terms with one stem, e.g., to represent /wmer, ran, and rwrn- 
MfMg with the stem run.
conflation classt: A set o f words represented by the same stem. For example, Æw/mer, nm, 
and TTmnmg are members o f the same conAaAon class. We can use this deAniAon to 
approximate an inverse to the stemming funcAon:
con/ZatiorzCZuas : {words} —̂
As we can for the stem funcAon, we can extend this to operate on sets, or queries and 
documents:
con/ZuZzonCZosa : 2^"^'̂ ) 2^"^'̂ }
ideal conAaAon classt: For a given root, an ideal conAaAon class contains exacAy all o f its 
variaAons.
variaAont: I f  r  is the root o f w, then w is a vaiiaAon of r.
eAecAve stemt: The de^c fo  stem of a conAaAon class aU of whose members have the same 
root.
ideal stemt: A symbol idenAfying exacAy one ideal conAaAon class. A stemmer that always 
returns the ideal stem of the input word is a dam good stemmer.
contextt: A conAguous body of text with consistent subject matter.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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contextual distribuüont: In a given document collecAon, the set of contexts in which a word 
occurs.
theoreücal contextual distributiont: Suppose that for any context, C, and any term, Z, there 
is a constant probability,p, that Z occurs in C ;p =  P(Z|C). The fbeorehca/ contexZwaZ 
is the distribuAon of occurrences of Z, over all contexts under infinite tri­
als, determined by p. It is a general characterizaAon of the contexts in which a word 
tends to occur. I f  stemming enhances retrieval, it is because various words with the 
same stem have similar theoreAcal contextual distribuAons. Two words with nearly 
idenAcal theoreAcal contextual distrbuAon may, in a given coDecAon, have somewhat 
different contextual distribuAons.
A crucial factor in computing sim ilarity between documents and queries is the number 
o f shared words relaAve to document size. Stemming effects sim ilarity measurements by 
equaAng a word vaiiaAon with its root. I f  a query g contains the word mofwzer and document 
cZ contains the word consistent, good stemming w ill increase their sim ilarity:
5'zmtZorzZi/(g, d) <  5zmzZurzZp(sZem(g), 8Zem((Z))
More generally, if  cZ is any document, g is any query, and the stemmer is consistent:
5'zmzZarzZ (̂g, (Z) < 5'zmzZarzZp(aZem(g),aZem((Z))
This relaAonship holds because the stem funcAon is many-to-one.
Given a root, the choice of vaiiaAon scarcely correlates to the subject of the document 
in which it is found. For example, the probability that a document is relevant, given that it 
contains the word bZovZaZe, is roughly equal to the probability that a document is relevant, 
given that it contains the word bZovZatej . Therefore, informaAon retrieval systems do not 
typically recognize the syntacAc role o f a word in a sentence, only its presence.
We can model the situaAon more formally. Suppose each root, r, has one or more varia­
Aons, n , with equivalent theoreAcal contextual distribuAons. Also, suppose the root occurs
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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if  and only if  one of its variaAons occur.. Further, suppose that the root occius with a cer­
tain probability in a given context C, f  (r|C ), and that each parAcular variaAon, r^, has a 
probability independent of context, f  (rj|(r A C)) = P (r^|r). Then the probability that the 
subject of C is S', given the presence of n , is equal to the probability that the subject o f the 
document is S, given the presence of , i.e., f  (S |ri) =  f  (S |rj) =  f  (S |r).
Now suppose there exists a root, z, with exacAy one variaAon, ; i.e., |z;orz(iZzong(a;) | =  
1. Then every time the root occurs, occurs. Without stemming, if  z occurs in a query, 
we can access every occurrence of z in the coUection.
However, if  a root, p, has more than one variaAon, the occurrences of ̂  do not have the 
same form. I f  p has several common variaAons, the probabAity of a given vanaAon in a given 
context is much lower than the probability o f p, i.e. f  (%|C) =  x f  (p|C)^ (noAng
that f  (p|z/i) =  1). When p occurs in a query, it wiU occur as one variaAon, say %. With­
out stemming, though aU variaAons of %/ are equally relevant in this model, the informaAon 
retneval system w ill identify only occurences of %.
Now suppose we use a perfect stemmer—that is, one that always gives the true root—to 
index the coUecAon and to process the quenes. Then, even in the case where a root has sev­
eral variaAons, informaAon retrieval works as well as in the case where a root occurs in one 
form. Each occurrence of a variaAon of root r  w ill be indexed as r. Also, each occurence 
o f any vanaAon of r  in a query wiU be converted to r. Therefore, any variaAon of r  in the 
query wiU reference every variaAon of r  in the coAecAon.
This model does not represent any reaAty of which I am aware. The contexts in which 
variaAons of the same root occur often differ. Also, Anding the root o f a given word is 
difBcult.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Stemming Errors
In pracüce, stemming is error prone, though most errors are tolerable. Stemming er­
rors generally fa ll under two broad categories: underconBadon and overconBaAon. Under- 
conBaAon denotes situaAons in which two words are variaAons of the same root, but do not 
have the same zfe stem. OverconBaAon occurs when two words share a je  stem 
but do not have similar theoreAcal contextual distribuAons. These deBniAons are not sym­
metric.
UnderconBaAon has mulAple causes. There may be an aBix the stemmer is not pro­
grammed to idenAfy. I f  it is not programmed to look for the suBix -mg it w ill not conBate 
powr with pownhg. Another cause is that many common word derivaAons are excepAonal. 
For example, the plural for man is men; this problem leads to underconBaAon in many gen­
der speciBc terms such as spaceman, doorman, policeman, etc,as weU as woman. Another 
cause o f underconBaAon is that a minimum stem length rule, enforced to prevent over- 
conBaAon, may prevent vahd suBSx removal. The most severe underconBaAon is an absence 
of stemming, which, in most informaAon retrieval instances, is no fatal Baw.
OverconBaAon, too, has mulAple causes. Often, what appears to be a sufBx is not a 
suBüx. For example, to a machine, the term ceiVmg may appear to have the suBix mg to 
signify the conAnuous tense, though removing it leaves ceiZ which is not its root; if  the stem 
of an unrelated term is ceZZ, the result is overconBaAon. Another problem is that two words 
may have the same root, but do not have similar theoreAcal contextual distribuAons. For 
example, fre.;; jem  shares a root with though their contextual correlaAon is slight.
I f  the members o f a conBaAon class have unrelated theoreAcal contextual distribuAons, the 
eBFect of stemming is probably undesirable. There are cases in which overconBaAon occurs 
without a stemmer, as when words with idenAcal spelling have completely diBerent mean­
ing. i.e. homographs. Perfect overconBaAon is to represent every word in the collecAon 
with the same stem, which would render the in&omaAon retrieval system useless.
Consider the conBaAon two words with similar theoreAcal contextual distribuAons, and
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a query for which they are not similar enough. OverconBaAon might occur for one query but 
not another. For example, a query including jcMZmZ a m i g h t  conBate correcAy to 
rg fijg  ojjrg.;.*, but a query with jeuAaZ area might overconBate when stemmed to re jije
area.
When designing a stemmer, there is a tradeoB between overconBaAon and under 
conBaAon. For example, if  your stemmer often underconBates, you might change the rules 
to remove sufBxes in more cases. Plausibly, these new rules w ill lead to overconBaAon that 
did not previously exist. There are sufBxes that are useful to remove in some cases, but 
harmful to remove in others. To always remove such a sufBx w ill cause overconBaAon, and 
to always leave it w ill cause underconBaAon. In most cases there is no reliable way to dis- 
Anguish good removal from bad removal. Every rule has unforeseeable excepAons. This 
may be why many stemmers overconBate and underconBate.
Moreover, successful stemming does not guarantee successful retrieval. For a stemmer 
to improve an informaAon retrieval system acAon, we must have query g entered by user u, 
and documents d and e such that:
d) > e),
6"zmzZarzZ%/(g, d) < e),
and
6'2mzZorzZ^(gZem(g),sZem(d)) > 5"zmzZarzZ2/(8Zem(g), sZem(de)),
Given the uncertainAes of the relaAonship between the user's informaAon need and the 
word set comprising a document, some costs/beneBts of stemming are accidental. This al­
lows the possibility that, in a case where the correct order is produced without stemming, 
even perfect stemming wiU cause a less relevant document to score higher than a more rel­
evant document. Without many trials, the uABty of a stemmer is not known.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Stemming Practice
Usually, when an information retrieval system uses a stemmer, all terms in the collec­
Aon are stemmed before being indexed, and all query terms are stemmed before compari­
son to the index terms. Therefore, a stemmed index is a record of occurrences of conBaAon 
classes, each represented by its d e stem. In psuedo-mathemaAcal jargon, the informa­
Aon retrieval system uses 5'zmzZarzZp(gZem(gtte7'i/), aZem(coZZecZzon)). AltemaAvely, an 
informaAon retneval system might index every word without stemming, and process queries 
by stemming each word, produce each vanaAon o f each stem, then search the index for 
each variaAon: 5"zmzZarzZ2/(co7i/ZuZzonCZossC)/(guer2/), coZZecZwm). A third approach 
is to, for every occurence of stem g, index every variaAon of s, then use the raw query:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 4
THE FARSI LANGUAGE
Farsi is the language of ancient Persia and modem Iran. Many words used by Farsi w rit­
ers are Arabic, which fused with Farsi when Islam entered Persia. Of 32 letters in the Farsi 
alphabet, 28 are in the Arabic alphabet. Followers of Islam are expected to read the Koran in 
Arabic. Nonetheless, Farsi morphology is mostly distinct from Arabic morphology, though 
some of the afhxes used in Farsi are Arabic.
Farsi morphology, like English morphology, is afhxitive. Words are derived and 
inflected by adding prefixes and suffixes. The meanings of Farsi sufhxes are similar to those 
o f English; for example, there are Farsi sufBxes to signify plurality, possession, comparison, 
and tense.
Farsi, like Arabic, is read from right to left. What appears to be the end of a word to an 
English reader is actually the beginning. PreBxes might at Brst appear to be sufBxes.
SufBxes and FYeBxes
I use the terms and pre/ix in their linguistic sense, not as they are deBned in the 
theory of languages, as iniUal and terminal substrings. A sufBx is a string afBxed to the 
end of a word to change its meaning, tense, or syntactic function. Therefore, a terminal 
substring is not necessarily a su&x; for example, any string is a terminal substring o f itself. 
Furthermore, a sufBx is not necessarily a terminal substring, as when a plural sufBx precedes 
a possessive suBix. Likewise, a preBx is not always an in itia l substring.
13
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Verbs
The roots of Farsi verbs are imperative forms derived from the inhnibve forms, which 
end in (j] or (jJ . To specify the person of a Farsi verb, the ending is replaced by 
other suBSxes. For example, the inBnitive ^  means "to take". Removing j  gives the 
past tense. The suBix jy speciBes plural Brst person (we). Therefore, jw iijS means"we 
took".
When encountering a verb, the Farsi stemmer does not output the inBnitive form, there­
fore, it does not output the root. It removes the part that has replaced the j  in the word
formation. For example, if  JS is input, the stemmer outputs cJJS .
The suBixes of Farsi verbs indicate person, number, and tense. For example, to say "we 
went" we remove ^  from ("to go"), yielding ùâ j ("went"), then add the sufBx
^  resulting in . TBe verbal sufBxes are :
I& past perfect plural Brst person
jjL  past perfect plural second person
1» past perfect plural third person
A I* past perfect singular Brst person
past perfect singular second person 
cwAj I» past perfect singular third person
^ singular Brst person
singular second person 
j  singular third person
ju plural Brst person
j j  plural second person
j:  plural third person
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Farsi verbs are preBxed to specify tense, mood, and negation. The preBxes recognized 
by the Farsi stemmer are j  , w, ^  , which signify negation, imperative mood, and 
conünuous tense, respectively. They are used in combination according to diese rules:
Prefix w is not preBxed to any word that is also prefixed by or
If j  is found in conjunction with ^  j  precedes ^
Expressed more succincAy:
<stem>( {(j) ) l(  Y )
For example, the negadve past continuous tense of ("had"), is - For
another example, A j i â means "we were not going".
To complicate things, to add j  or ^  the beginning of a word that starts with 
a vowel, an ^  is infixed between the paeBx and the stem. For example, the negaAve of
la: I is j^ la :U  ("Don't throw it".). The extended language of preBxes is expressed by:
<stem>( {{(gjùDK {(f} Y )
Nouns
Nouns may have stacked sufBxes, according to the pattern:
{non-plural/non-possessive} {plural} {possessive} <stem>
The possessive nominal sufBxes, like verbal sufBxes, signify person:
.  singular Brst person
Û singular second person
JL singular third person 
jL  plural Brst person 
j l ]  pliual second person
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(jL i plural third person
Farsi nouns can be made plural by adding one of the suBixes c  I, j l ,  or La. For example:
6j  (village) > c  Laa (villages) jL ia  (hand) > (jLkij (hands) or l^ a  (hands)
Some Farsi nouns that end with a silent » or a ^  are pluralized by removing the end 
letter and adding ^  to the end before adding c  I For example:
> Cl (fruits)
Other Farsi nouns ending in j  or I are pluralized by appending before appending 
j l  For example:
Lla>L,LLIa (learned people) (warriors)
Other Farsi nominal sufBxes are:
agent
agent
aa: agent
[6] [4]
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CHAPTERS 
THE ALGORITHM
The Farsi stemmer receives a Farsi word and determines whether any of its terminal sub­
strings are Farsi sufhxes. I f  so, and if  the input word has enough characters, the sufhx is 
removed. Then, depending on what class of sufhx is matched, the stemmer attempts to hnd 
a prefix, hnd another sufhx, or do nothing.
Comparison to the Porter Stemmer for English
The Farsi stemmer is similar to the Porter stemmer [5]. Each is based on the morphology 
o f its language. Both stemmers match words with a set of sufhxes, and use mulAple phases 
to conform to the rules of sufhx stacking. Furthermore, they enforce a lower bound on how 
much informaAon a stem retains.
However, there are important differences. For example, the Porter stemmer counts sub­
strings of consecuAve consonants and vowels, esAmaAng the informaAon content, before 
deciding to remove a sufhx. In Farsi, many spoken vowels are not written, so the stem­
mer cannot count them. Therefore, the Farsi stemmer uses stem length to dehne a lower 
bound on informaAon content (in the current version, minimum stem length = 3). Another 
difference is that the Farsi stemmer identifies prefixes, while the Porter Stemmer does not.
The first step of the algorithm is to try to hnd a terminal substring of the input word that 
is equal to a Farsi sufhx from the following list:
' superlaAve
CkLul» past perfect singular third person
17
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ipast jpexfexÆpdiiral first ]3€is(Mi
Jjlù past perfect plural second person
jjl» past perfect plural third person
superlative
plural
ûlS plural
past perfect singular first person
past perfect singular second person
agent
agent
ûk* first person plural possessive
ÛC second person plural possessive
third person plural possessive
third person singular possessive
agent
verbal noun
r plural hrst person
plural second person
jj plural third person
L» plural
û' plural
d plural
compaiitive
i comparitive
Cl singular second person
cX" third person singular possessive
! verbal noun
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» object noun 
a singular Arst person
j  singular third person
^  singular second person
jS agent
I f  multiple suAixes are found, the stemmer chooses the longest sufhx that would leave a 
sufBciently long stem. Consider the Farsi word ("their hands"). Both the plural
sufhx , and the plural possessive jL i match the end of the word. Removing 
leaves four letters, and removing jL i, leaves three letters. Since both leave sufhciently 
long stems, the stemmer removes , the largest, producing c w j (hand).
Sufhx Classes
Each sufhx belongs to a sufhx class. The procedure for stemming the word is determined 
by the class to which its identihed sufhx belongs. The sufhx classes are ver6, possessive, 
p/wmi, orAer nouns, and other suf^es.
Nouns
Recall that nouns may have stacked sufhxes, according to the pattern:
{non-plural/non-possessive} fplural} {possessive }<stem>
Because each word has as many as three sufhxes, the algorithm uses as many as three 
phases. If  a possessive sufhx is found in the first phase, it w ill go through a second phase. 
If, in the second phase, the stemmer hnds a plural sufhx, the word undergoes a third phase.
I f  the hrst identihed sufhx indicates a possessive noun, the stemmer removes the sufhx 
then examines the new end o f the word for a non-possessive noun sufhx; if  it hnds one, it
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applies the rules for that sufhx. This makes sense because if  the sufhx is chosen correctly, 
the word is a noun, and, if  we have removed a possessive sufhx, another possessive sufhx 
would not be valid. On the other hand, plural and other nominal suhixes may remain after 
removing a possessive su@x.
If  the chosen sufhx indicates a plural noun, the stemmer removes the suGSx then exam­
ines the new end of the word for a non-possessive non-plural noun. I f  it hnds one, it applies 
the rules for that sufhx. This works because in a noun that has a plural sufhx and a posses­
sive sufhx, the possessive sufhx follows the plural sufhx. Moreover, in a noun that has a 
plural sufhx and a non-plural non-possessive su@x, the plural sufhx follows the non-plural 
non-possessive sufhx.
When a stemmer hnds a non-possessive, non-plural, noun sufhx, it removes the sufhx 
and outputs the result. It does not start a new phase.
Verbs
I f  the identihed sufhx indicates a verb, the stemmer removes the sufhx. Then it  examines 
the front of the word for the common verbal prehxes û « Y» A removed prehx must
conform to Farsi morphology, ç, is not prehxed to any word that is also prehxed by j  or
I f  j  is found in conjunction with ^  precedes Furthermore, to add j  or 
u  to the beginning of a word that starts with a vowel, an ^  is inhxed between the prehx 
and the stem. The stemmer identihes and removes the longest valid prehx combination that 
leaves the minimum stem length.
Other Sufhxes
For suhSxes not classihed above, the Farsi stemmer removes the sufhx and output the 
resulL It starts no additional phases.
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Exceptions
Some sufhxes require treatment that does not conform to the preceding general descrip­
tion.
When the stemmer hnds the sufhx jb  preceded by it ignores the sufhx. The 
Farsi sufhx jliw  -"stan"-m eaning "location o f, is often used for countries and regions, 
e.g. "Kurdistan". The stenuner does not modify these words.
The stenuner hnds verbal sufhxes j  and c  but does not remove them. Removing 
them causes much overstemming and complicates the process of hnding stop words.
For several sufhxes that beging with I , if  the word to which they are attached ends 
with a I or j  , a ^  is inhxed between the root and the sufhx. After removing these 
sufhxes, the stemmer looks for a terminal preceded by a I or j  ; if  it hnds this 
pattern, it removes the terminal .
Imperfections
The stenuner does not remove sufhxes without error. For some words, the stemmer re­
moves more of the word than it  should, because it removes every tenninal substring that 
matches a valid Farsi suhhx. The stemmer can't be certain that the terminal substring is not 
part of the root. However, removing part o f the root w ill not cause overconhahon if  it retains 
enough information to distinguish it from unrelated words.
On the other hand, the stemmer may fa il to remove terminal substrings that are valid 
Farsi sufhxes. There are three reasons for this. First, there are Farsi sufhxes that are not in 
the hst. Second, the verbal sufSxes j  and c  , though recognized, are purposefully not 
removed. Third, the stemmer w ill not produce a stem less than three characters long. I f  the 
shortest matching sufhx leaves a root with less than three characters, the stemmer outputs 
the entire word. These might cause underconhadon, but the worst underconhation is like 
using no stemmer.
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Farsi stemmer is implemented in the C programming language. Internally, long int 
variables represent the Unicode values for Farsi characters.
Finding SufBxes
We want to And the longest sufhx that matches a terminal sufhx while retaining the min­
imum stem length. The simplest approach is to keep a lis t of valid sufhxes, and for each in­
put word, go through the list, comparing each sufhx to the end of the word. Each time you 
And a matching sufhx you compare the length o f that sufhx to the longest suhSx previously 
matched; if  the current sufSx is larger, and would leave the minumum stem length (MIN), 
it becomes the new leading candidate. Repeat this until you reach the end of the hst. In 
psuedocode:
fo r  (each s u f f ix  in  l i s t )
i f  ( s u f f ix  matches end o f word 
AND top_cand ida te . le n g th < s u f f ix . le n g th  
AND word. le n g th  -  s u f f ix . le n g th  >= MIN) 
to p _ ca n d id a te = s u f f ix ;  
re tu rn  top_cand idate ;
The time complexity of this algorithm is |s|).
22
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If  the sufhx lis t is known to be in descending order of length, we can save some time by 
choosing the hrst valid match in the hst. In psuedocode:
forCeach s u f f ix  in  l i s t )
i f  ( s u f f ix  matches end o f word 
AND word, leng th  -  s u f f ix . le n g th  >= MIN) 
re tu rn  s u f f ix ;
The time complexity is the same.
The Farsi stemmer uses a faster procedure than those above. It employs a hnite state ma­
chine that accepts ah Farsi words with vahd sufhxes. The hnal state specihes which sufhx, 
if  any, matches. The time complexity (worst, best, and average) o f this approach is 0 (|w |) 
where w is the input word. The machine has 170 states, 82 of which are accepting states.
Tb identify sufhxes, it is natural to design a state machine that reads input words last 
character hrst, and proceeds toward the hrst character as it apphes the state-transition func­
tion. I f  the machine halts in an accepting state, we know that a sufSx matches the end of 
the word, and that the input word is long enough to retain the minimum stem length after 
removing that sufhx. A forward reading machine might or might not be preferable.
The hrst step in building such a machine is to draw a directed tree, with a root node that 
represents the starting state, and Farsi characters labeling each arch, such that the edges of 
each path, from the root node to a leaf, spell out a Farsi sufhx.
Then, it gets a bit complicated, for which there are two reasons. First, because the length 
of any stem must be no less than three, eveiy path to an accepting state must have at least 
three steps plus a step for each character in the sufhx. To solve this problem, once a sufhx is 
identihed, the hnite state machine must traverse three dummy states before reaching a hnal 
accepting state.
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The second complication results because we Want the fongesr matching sufhx. I f  a ter­
minal substring of one suhix is equal to another, shorter, sufhx, then the machine may, as it 
traces the longer sufhx, fa il to make a match, when it could match the shorter suhSx. There 
are two reasons we might have to revert to the shorter sufhx. First, the word might be too 
short to remove the longer sufhx. Second, once we have traveled past the node that repre­
sents the shorter suhix, a character o f the word may fa il to match the character o f the longer 
sufhx.
Consider this example: suppose the end of an input word matches a two-character 
sufhx, S'f/Fg, and that the third-from-last character is consistent with a four-character sufhx. 
Now, if  the fourth-from-last character is not consistent with we must reject
and go to the correct dummy state of F2. In other words, when we abandon the 
hypothesis that the word has sufhx we have to reconsider the hypothesis that it has
sufhx 6'(7f 2. Likewise, when we have identihed a longer suhix, and hnd that the remaining 
stem is too short, we must change to the path of the next shortest matching sufhx.
The hnite state machine is represented by MACHINE, a two-dimensional array of un­
signed integers. Each column represents a character 60m the alphabet, and each row rep­
resents a state. I f  the current state is a, and the next character in the word is c, then 
MACHINE[g][c] specihes the next state. Therefore, the algorithm for hnding a sufhx is:
i  = word s ize ; 
w h i le d  > 0)
s ta te  = M AC H IN E [sta te ][characterA t(w ord, i ) ] ; 
i  = i  -  1 ; 
endwhile 
re tu rn  s ta te  ;
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Where characterAt(word, n) is the nth letter o f the word.
Once the hnite state machine has processed the word, we use the number of the hnal 
state to determine a sufhx group. Each sufhx group is defined by the way words are pro­
cessed after the suÆx is found. I f  sufhxes and belong to the same group, the stemmer 
modihes them the same. Tb determine the sufhx group, there is an array, sufhxPostFunnel, 
the length of which equals the number o f states in the machine. I f  the hnal state of 
the machine, when processing word w, is a, then the sufhx group to which w belongs 
is found at suhixPostFunnel[s]. I f  no sufhx is found, and the ending state is a ,̂ then 
sufhxPostFunnel[aa;] = 0 and the stemmer is done.
Stacked Nominal Sufhxes 
I f  the hnal state indicates that we have a possessive nominal sufhx, we remove the sufhx 
and feed the modihed word to the sufhx hnding state machine. I f  the subsequent final state 
indicates a non-possessive nominal sufhx, we remove it. I f  the hnal state indicates that we 
have a plural sufhx, we remove the su@x and feed the modihed word to the sufhx finding 
state machine. I f  the subsequent hnal state indicates a non-possessive non-plural nominal 
sufhx, we remove it.
subrou tine  process noun s u f f ix :  
i f  ( inp u t s u f f ix  is  possessive) 
remove s u f f ix ;
i f  ( non-possessive s u f f ix  now matches) 
process noun s u f f ix ;  
e n d if
i f  ( in p u t s u f f ix  is  p lu r a l)  
remove s u f f ix ;
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i f  ( i f  non-possessive n o n -p ln ra l s u f f ix  now matches) 
process noun s u f f ix ;  
e n d if
i f  ( in p u t s u f f ix  is  non-possessive and n o n -p lu ra l)  
remove s u f f ix ;  
e n d if
end subrou tine
Finding Verbal Prefixes 
I f  a word is found to have a verbal sufhx, the stemmer looks for prehxes. The procedure 
for hnding prehxes is the same as that for hnding sufhxes, except that the prehx state ma­
chine reads the words from the hrst character to the last. The string remaining after prehx 
removal must have at least three characters. The stemmer hnds any vahd prehx combina­
tion, and the hnal state of the prehx machine indicates how much of the front o f the word 
to remove.
i  = 0;
w h i le ( i  <= word s ize ) 
s ta te  = PREFIX_MACHINE[state][characterAt(word, i ) ] ; 
i  = i  + 1; 
endwhile 
re tu rn  s ta te  ;
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Removing %A if  Necessary 
Depending on the group to which it belongs, a suÆx might have a ^  (yeA) inhxed be­
tween the root and the suhix.Rather than build this logic into the state machine, the stemmer 
uses a constant boolean array, RYINQ, to remember if  the sufhx group requires checking for 
an added (yeA) and uses a boolean condition to determine if  the wiU be removed.
i f  (RYIN [s u ffix  group] ) 
i f  ( ( la s t le tte r  is  yeh) AND
(2nd to  la s t le tte r  is  a le f or waw) )
{
remove la s t character;
. }  
e n d if 
e n d if
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CHAPTER?
STOPWORD IDENTinCATION 
To facilitate index-buiiding and queiy processing, the Farsi information retrieval system 
removes stopwords. A stophst was compiled using term frequency, common sense, English 
stopword lists, and automatic verb conjugation. However, due to frequent verbal a@xation 
of verbal stopwords, we do not merely refer to a lis t for stopword identihcadon. We use the 
Farsi stemmer in combination with the word hst.
An in itia l hst o f stopwords was automatically compiled by identifying the hve hundred 
most frequent words in the cohection. This method was insufhcient due to the narrow focus 
of our cohection. For example, the term j j l  (Iran) was among the hfty most frequent 
words in our mostly political cohection. Though this may be a useful stopword for our test 
cohection, it is probably not a good stopword for a general cohection. Therefore, referring 
to weh known English stop word hsts and to common sense, we manuahy edited the result to 
remove words that, though frequent in our cohection, should not be considered stop words 
in a general cohection, to which we eventuahy want to apply the stopword hsL However, 
an evaluation of this lis t revealed that it was incomplete.
Among the Farsi stopwords are 12 verbs, each with a past tense and imperative form. 
With ah valid prefix and suhix combinations, verbs have as many as 91 variations. Though a 
given verbal root may occur frequently, most o f its variations occur iir&equently.Therefore, 
a large number of variations of stop words fahed to make the frequency hst, though each 
variation, like its root, is a poor search term.
28
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However, we do not list all variations. Instead, we list the regular and irregular stems of 
each verb. To decide if  a word is a stopword, we look for it in the list. I f  it isn't there, we 
stem the word and look again.
However, some verbal stop words are shorter than the minimum stem length, causing 
inconsistent stemming; there are several f f g s t e m s  per short verbal root. Therefore, we 
included in the stopword list every correct variation of the short verbal stop words. We did 
this with a mechanical verbal conjugator. More succinctly, if  set F  contains the hve hundred 
most frequent words, set C contains those words that were frequent in our collection, but 
are not a general stopword, set VS contains verbal roots with at least three letters, and set 
Jug contains all conjugations of verbal roots with less than three character, then our stop 
word set is: F  U V 3  U Jug — C.
The logic for identifying stopwords is, in psuedocode:
isStopWordC word )
{
i f ( is In S to p L is t(w o rd )
O R is InS to pL is t(s tem (w o rd ))) 
re tu rn  tru e  ; 
e lse
re tu rn  fa ls e ;
}
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CHAPTERS
TEST AND RESULTS
To evaluate the Farsi stemmer, we observed its effect on the recall and precision, using 
the Farsi information retrieval system, a fixed set of Farsi queries, and a hxed document 
cohection.
Precision and Recall
EZeven point precision/recaZi is a standard measurement of how well an information re­
trieval system functions. It describes the relationship between the the number of relevant 
documents and the number of irrelevant documents in an ouq)ut document seL Suppose we 
have a document collection D and that D ,, D , Ç D, is the set of documents output by the 
search engine for a query g. Define F , as the set of documents in D , E , Ç D, that are 
relevant to g. Then the precwion of D , is
(l-Rg C Dgl) -f- |Dg|.
The recuZZ of D , is
(|Fg n  Dgl) -T  |Fg|
For our testing procedure, recall is truncated to one digit right o f the decimal point.
Eleven point precision/recall is the average of the precision for eleven levels of recall: 
.0, .1, .2,. . . , 1.0. To determine precision for each level o f recall, start with D , empty and 
add documents one at a time, starting from highest ranked document and moving towards 
the least ranked document, computing recall and precision with each new document. For
30
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each recall level, choose the highest corresponding precision. AirerpoZaW precision at a 
given recall level is the highest precision achieved at that or any greater recall level. [7]
Test
To run the test, a collection of 1647 Farsi documents, primarily internet documents, was 
created. Native Farsi speakers compiled a lis t o f sixty queries. For each each document in 
the collection, and for each query in the hst, a native Farsi speaker determined whether the 
document was relevant to the query, resulting in a total o f about 98,000 judgements. The 
Farsi cohection was then indexed without using the stemmer, and without removing stop­
words. We then processed each queiy in the hst, using the vector space model of Salton
[2] with the cosine measurement o f Witten [7] as our sim ilarity measuremenL From each 
query's returned hst, sorted by the cosine measurement, a precision/recah table was gener­
ated. Then the sixty tables were averaged into one precision/recah table.
This procedure was repeated using the stemmer and the stopword hst. When processing 
the queries and building the index, ah stop words were omitted and every non-stopword was 
stemmed. This produced new results including another average table.
Results
Test results suggest that the stemmer and stopword removal have a positive effect on 
information retrieval. The crucial numbers in tables 1 and 2 are the interpolated eleven 
point averages. The test in which the stemmer was used shows an increase in the interpolated 
eleven point average of .033, or 18%.
In addition to the data in tables 1 and 2, the test revealed that there were a few cases of 
overstemming. For example, the stemmer, mistaking the terminal substring for the plu­
ral sufhx, removed it from I jjl ("Iran"), yielding j^ l. I do not know if  this overstemming
led to overconhation.
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Table 8.1: Average precision/recall results using no stemmer and no stopword removal
recall precision interpolated
0 0.328 0.483
10 0.253 0.353
20 0.228 0.273
30 0.119 0.215
40 0.131 0.197
50 0.151 0.170
60 0.078 0.105
70 0.055 0.074
80 0.039 0.060
90 0.027 0.049
100 0.046 0.046
eleven pt avg int eleven pt avg three pt avg int three pt avg 
0.132 0.184 0.139 0.167
Table 8.2: Average precision/recall results using stemmer and stopword removal
recall precision interpolated
0 0.342 0.544
10 0.310 0.413
20 0.290 0.333
30 0.142 0.242
40 0.137 0.210
50 0.171 0.191
60 0.096 0.141
70 0.086 0.106
80 0.045 0.080
90 0.030 0.065
100 0.060 0.060
eleven pt avg int eleven pt avg three pt avg int three pt avg 
0.155 0.217 0.169 0.201
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Conclusion
The results of the stemming test indicate that the Farsi stemmer improves retrieval. It 
w ill probably complement the Farsi search engine. This does not mean there is no room 
for improvement. Modifications that may improve the stemmer include editing the hst of 
sufhxes, changing the minimum stem length, and foregoing prefix removal.
Further Research
Further research wih aim at understanding the effects of and improving the performance 
of the Farsi stemmmer.
A possible approach to understanding the effects o f the stemmer is to determine whether 
overstemming is causing overconhation. I f  it is, there may be ways o f diminishing it.
It may be worthwhile to seek a proper subset o f the current sufhx set that works better 
than the current sufhx set. Due to the size o f the current sufhx set, the number of subsets 
is extremely large: 2^ % 65,000,000,000, rendering exhaustive search unreasonable. To 
narrow the search for a good subset, one can rate specihc sufhxes by the performance of 
queries in which they are removed. Alternatively, one could run a precision/recah test for 
each sufhx rule, and choose only those rules that individuahy improve performance.
Another possible modihcation is to increase the minimum stem length from three char­
acters to four. This modihcation wih decrease conflation, and, it is reasonable to expect, 
decrease overconhation. In the case of jlj^T , the three character lim it does not prevent
33
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stemming, while the four character lim it does. However, we ran this test and found that set­
ting a minimum stem length of four performed slightly worse setting than a minimum stem 
length o f three.
To facilitate such development it may be beneficial to implement a more flexible source 
program to realize the algorithm. The DPA currently in use is handwritten and difhcult to 
modify without extravagance. A source program for which the suffix set and minimum stem 
length are easily modified would be preferable.
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